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0 164 mins Comedy, Drama, Romance The story revolves around Bauua Singh (Shah Rukh Khan), a man with vertical defiance, who is full of charm and wit, with a pinch of arrogance. Born into a rich and wealthy family, he is challenged to broaden his horizons and find a purpose in life. Director: Aanand L. Rai Stars:
Shah Rukh Khan, Anushka Sharma, Katrina Kaif, Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub Votes: 23,131 'Zero' is an ambitious Bollywood film that works on its stellar performances and its gripping VFX, but ends up being carried out by its irregular writing and direction. For Shah Rukh Khan fans only! Sui Dhaaga: Made In India
Director: Sharat Katariya Stars: Varun Dhawan , Anushka Sharma, Raghubir Yadav September 28, 2018 Page 2 Shubh Mangal Zyada Saavdhan TotalCollection: 62.78 cr Hindi (c) Biography, Drama, Sport UAAkshay Kumar, Mouni Roy, Kunal Kapoor, Amit Sadh, Vine and Kumar Singh, Kiara Advani, Mark Williams,
Andrew Havill, Atul Sharma, Abdul Quadir Amin, Keith Mason, John Alan Roberts, Richard Cunningham, Anthony Ilott, Jamie Darlington, Scarlett Wilson, Ivan Rodrigues, Varun Sharma, Manjit Singh, Manoj Anand, Ian Austin, Richard Price, Harry Long, Gulnaaz Khan, Kishore Bhatt, Gurpreet Kaur, Jimmy Shah , Rob
Kirtley, Rina Yadav, Douglas Andrew William Johnstone, Ravi Jagpal, Luke Davies, Pavraj Lochab, Dale Finch, Sonam Rajput, Panam Verma, Kit Gresty, Rayn Khan, Amanda Vinter, Arsalan Hussain, Nabeel Nabzske Hussain, Arjun Arje, Mansoor Shah, Aftab Hussain, Mizzy Ali, Callum Kevin Swift, Abhishek Pandeya,
Dipti Solanki, Michael Deighton, Russell Thornton, Carlos Hollyman, Matthew Fessey, Velisha Jethwa, Ruksar Hussian, Amrita Sharma, Eric Harwood , Benjamin Walker, Amit Sharma, Chirague Amarchande Critic's Rating: 3.5 Avg. Users' Rating: Synopsis:A fantastic sports drama with great performances by the entire
star cast. Paramount Pictures Bollywood constantly produces some of the best in international cinema. (Heck, he gave the world Priyanka Chopra, so you know it must be good.) Here are 13 must-see films from the Indian film industry in 2018, from laughable comedies to epic dramas of cinematic beauty and even a film
about menstrual equity! Cue one of these and prepare to be very amused. Advertising - Continue reading Below 1 'Andhadhun' Release Date: October 5, 2018Starring: Tabu, Ayushmann Khurrana, and Radhika ApteAbout: A pianist who claims to be blind has his life turned upside down by a crime he has not witnessed.
In equal parts charming and intense. 2 'Badhaai Ho' Release Date: October 18. 2018Starring: Ayushmann Khurrana, Neena Gupta, Gajraj Rao, Surekha Sikri, and Sanya MalhotraAbout: A 25-year-old man struggles to control his embarrassment when his mother announces that she is pregnant. Comedy ensues. 3 'Zero'
Release Date: December 21, 2018Starring: Shah Khan, Anushka Sharma, and Katrina KaifAbout: A single short who is looking for love love a great way meets two very different women who end up helping him find a purpose in life. 4 'Padmaavat' Release Date: January 25, 2018Starring: Deepika Padukone, Shahid
Kapoor, and Ranveer SinghAbout: This epic drama, set in medieval India, tells the story of Queen Padmavati, known for her beauty and sense of justice. News of Padmavati's appearance spread and eventually began a war. Some viewers have criticized the script as regressive, but the visuals are certainly worth heavy
praise. 5 'Pad Man' Release Date: February 9, 2018Starring: Akshay Kumar, Sonam Kapoor, and Radhika ApteAbout: Lakshmi, a newly married welder, causes upheaval when he begins to revolutionize the manufacture of towels for women. A film about menstrual equity? Where do we find tickets? 6 'Hichki' Release
Date: March 23, 2018Starring: Rani MukerjiAbout: A woman with Tourette's syndrome gets a job as a teacher at an elite school and tries to help her students reach their full potential. 7 'Baaghi 2' Release Date: March 30, 2018Starring: Tiger Shroff and Disha PataniAbout: This thriller follows an army man who runs into
Russian drug lords and villains to save the daughter of an ex-lover. So think: Caught in Goa. 8 'Singing' Release Date: April 6, 2018Starring: Irrfan Khan, Kirti Kulhari, Divya Dutta, Arunoday Singh, and Omi VaidyaAbout: Get ready for drama with this thriller about a man who secretly blackmails his wife and lover when he
discovers their affair. 9 'October' Release Date: April 13, 2018Starring: Varun Dhawan, Banita Sandhu, and Gitanjali RaoAbout: The story follows colleagues Dan and Shiuli. Dan is the carefree guy; Shiuli is very responsible. When Dan is not presented at a work event, Shiuli picks him up and tragically falls off a terrace
while searching. She is hospitalized and comatose and Dan begins to visit her regularly, eventually developing feelings for herself and devoting herself to taking care of herself as she recovers. Warning: The end is a tear. 10 'Raazi' Release Date: May 11, 2018Starring: Alia Bhatt, Vicky Kaushal, Rajit Kapur, Shishir
Sharma, and Jaideep AhlawatAbout: This period thriller based on a true story follows Sehmat, an Indian spy married to a Pakistani during the 1971 India-Pakistan War. Well, until she falls in love with him. 11 'Veere Di Wedding' Release Date: June 1, 2018Starring: Kareena Kapoor, Sonam Kapoor, Swara Bhaskar,
Shikha Talsania, and Sumeet VyasAbout: This comedy of friends directed by women, follows four best friends who get together after ten years apart as they work through their problems with family, marriage, feminism and traditions. 12 'Sanju' Release Date: 29 June 2018Starring: Ranbir Kapoor, Sonam Kapoor, Mirza,
Paresh Rawal, Manisha Koirala, Anushka Sharma, Vicky Kaushal, and Jim SarbhAbout: Sanjay Dutt, a legacy in the film industry, struggles to balance success with addiction and his own personal demons. 13 'Fanne Khan' Release Date: August 3, 2018Starring: Anil Kapoor, Kapoor, Rai Bachchan, Rajkummar Rao, and
Divya DuttaAbout: A musical about a teenager with a dream of becoming a pop star. The film also tackles body problems. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and the content
similar to piano.io 1 of 25 Thappad Thappad promises to be the must-see Bollywood movie of 2020. The gripping social drama confronts patriarchy, and what happens when a woman refuses to submit to it. Amrita's world and sense of self (Taapsee Pannu) crumble after her husband Vikram (Pavail Gulati) slaps her at a
party in front of their family and friends. Watch now 2 of 25 Monsoon Wedding Mira Nair's film was an international success when it was released in 1995. The film proves that at a single wedding, there is enough drama and life to fuel a movie, if not a long-running TV show. Sit back and enjoy this joyful infectious
comedy. Watch Now 3 of 25 Dilwale Dulhania The Jayenge Dilwale Dulhania The Jayenge played in a famous Mumbai theater for 1200 weeks, or about 23 years. This means that more than one generation has grown up watching the love story. Called the ultimate Bollywood rom-com, Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge is the
story of a young man and woman who meet as they inter-railed in Europe. The film catapulted Shah Rukh Khan to fame. Watch Now 4 of 25 Queen If you are looking for a heroine empowered to root for, look no further. Queen is the story of a 24-year-old woman (Kangana Ranau) who, after being dumped by her fiancé,
goes on her honeymoon on her own. The 2014 film is a love story, in a way, between a woman and the big world. Watch Now 5 of 25 Article 15 Considered a film that everyone in India needs to see when it is released in 2019, Article 15 is an unwavering look at India's still-present caste system. The crime drama, which is
loosely based on a true story, follows a policeman reluctantly investigating the disappearance of three young women from a lower caste. Now look at 6 of 25 Jodhaa Akbar If you have time on your hands and a desire for a historical romance, then Jodhaa should be your choice. The modern classic finds its inspiration in
the marriage between a Mughal empire Akbar (Hrithik Roshan) and rajput Princess Jodhaa (Aishwarya Rai Bachchan). What begins as a strategic alliance becomes a marriage of equals. Watch now 7 of the 25 Devdas Devdas was made before, in fact- the famous 2002 film is the third Hindi remake, and has been made
12 times in total. Here's the plot: In the early 1900s, Devdas (Shah Rukh Khan) returned to India after decade in London, expecting to marry Paro (Aishwarya Rai), his childhood best friend. Their socio-economic differences separate them. Expect dance numbers, elaborate ensembles, and India's most famous stars at
the top of their game. Watch now 8 of the 25 The Sky Is Pink Priyanka Chopra Jonas titles of this quite emotional 2019 movie, with a that makes us tear up just by recalling it. The film is narrated by Aisha Chaudhary (Zaira Wasim), a teenager who has just died of a terminal illness. It tells the story of her parents'
relationship and their struggle with their daughters' illness. As if that wasn't sad enough, The Sky Is Pink is based on a true story. Watch Now 9 of 25 Gully Boy Executive produced by Nas, Gully Boy tells the story of Murad Ahmed (Ranveer Singh), a 22-year-old student who lives in the slums of Mumbai and has a
passion for hip-hop. It is inspired by real-life hip-hop stars, Divine and Naezy, who took India by storm when they released their first viral video, Mere Gully Mein, on YouTube in 2015. Ranveer Singh also takes your breath away with every song. Watch Now 10 of the 25 Bombay Take a history lesson with this 1995 film
about the Bombay 1992 riots, a dark moment in India's history. The melodrama follows a Hindu man and his Muslim wife in a city torn apart by religious violence. Technically, the blockbuster was made in Tamil, and dubbed in Hindi. Watch Now 11 of 25 Ankur The first film by the famous director Shyam Benegal, Ankur is
a work of Indian home theater art, also called parallel cinema. This is Surya (Anant Nag), son of an owner, who is attracted to a servant, Lakshmi (Shabana Azmi), then abandons her after she gets pregnant. The film is rooted in a complex network of power and social issues; and often provides an indictment of the
company itself. Now watch 12 of the 25 stories lust A solid choice for your next daughter's night in, this tells four distinct stories of women exploring their sensuality. The tales are directed by some of Bollywood's best directors, so you know you're in for a treat. Now watch 13 of 25 Pad Man If you loved the Oscar-winning
documentary, Period. At the end of the sentence, you will enjoy this real-life film Pad Man, Arunachalam Muruganantham. In a society where even the concept of discussing sanitary towels is considered taboo, Laxmi proposes to create its own cheaper version of the feminine product. Watch now 14 of 25 Andhadhun This
police thriller is the movie we didn't know we wanted, but one we definitely need. While trying an unorthodox approach to his music, pianist Akash (Ayushmann Khurrana) falls into deep trouble when he becomes involved in the actor's murder. The film will have you at the edge of your seat, trying to figure out what comes
next, but you won't be successful. Now watch 15 of 25 Ek Ladki Ko Dekha Toh Aisa Laga Finally, a mainstream Indian film on LGBT issues. This story revolves around a young woman who to open up about his sexuality because of his traditional and conservative family. This optimistic romance will absolutely make you
laugh, cry, and fall in love with love. Watch trailer 16 of 25 Badla Amitabh Bachchan aka the Robert De Niro of Bollywood and the incredible Taapsee Pannu team once again for this epic mystery crime movie. It's about solve the murder mystery of who killed and framed Naina for the death of her lover. It has major Vibes
Gone Girl, if you like that kind of thing. Buy tickets 17 of the 25 padmaavaats of Bollywood's favorite couple Deepika Padukone and Ranveer Singh team up once again with director Sanjay Leela Bhansali for this masterpiece. It focuses on an eccentric leader who travels a long distance to (essentially) kidnap the beautiful
Queen Rajput, Padmavati. If you've seen Ram Leela or Bajirao Mastani from Bhansali, you can expect the same level of aesthetics that transports viewers from centuries to time. As usual, Singh and Padukone offer inspiring performances. Watch Now 18 of 25 Badhaai Ho Badhaai Ho tells the story of a middle-aged
couple who find themselves unexpected to expect. It addresses the issue that sexuality is often shameful in Indian culture, with a sense of humor. Watch Now 19 of 25 Mulk Based on heartbreaking real-life events, this story focuses on a Muslim family, whose son, an ISIS terrorist, was captured and executed. The family
was indicted on terrorism, without any legitimate evidence. This intense film comes at an important time as tensions between Hindus and Muslims continue to rise in India.Watch Trailer 20 of 25 Love Per Square Foot After struggling to get their own places as single people, young professionals, Sanjay (Vicky Kaushal)
and Karina (Angira Dhar), decide to get married fake to secure the apartment of their dreams. The story highlights how difficult it is to find housing in Mumbai without loans and a spouse, which has forced people to work schemes like this. Now look at 21 of 25 Simmba Not to be confused with Simba of the Lion King is
Simmba, the story of a corrupt police officer, whose morals get tested when he is transferred to Goa, India. It stars Ranveer Singh, one of Bollywood's most popular actors, and addresses the important issues surrounding rape culture in India. Watch trailer 22 of 25 Karwaan So what exactly happens when two corpses are
exchanged by accident? You'll find out in this road trip comedy. Avinash's father is sent to Tanya while Tanya's great-grandfather is sent to Avinash. Shaukat, Avinash's friend, offers to lead him to exchange bodies, but things take a turn. The game in this film is breathtaking as veteran Bollywood -- Hollywood actor Irrfan
Khan plays Shaukat and newcomer Dulquer Salmaan stars like Avinash.Watch Now 23 of 25 Hichki One of the few recent Indian films focused on a female protagonist, this film inspires the audience to believe in themselves. This is a teacher who has to prove her talent despite who think that her Tourette's syndrome is
holding her back, including her father. Watch now 24 of 25 Helicopter Eela Kajol who is essentially the Julia Roberts of Bollywood, gives a mesmerizing performance as the helicopter single mother, Eela. Her son is in college so she decides to join him and finish getting his degree which has been put on hold for his
singing career. This Tale takes you on an epic journey, as Eela rediscovers her passion for singing and finally begins to live her life for herself. Watch now 25 of 25 Manmarziyaan Need the perfect date night movie? Consider this movie featuring a love triangle between Rumi, Vicky, and Robbie. Rumi secretly dates Vicky,
a part-time DJ with major engagement problems, but when sensitive and understanding Robbie enters his life, Rumi is charged with a major decision. To spout a shot, this movie will take you on an emotional roller coaster, but you will certainly be happy that you went along this tour. Trailer of the trailer to watch
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